University Planetarium Struck by Tornado
Case Study

Incident

Highlights

In March 2018, an EF-3 tornado hit Jacksonville State University, severely damaging 23
buildings and affecting 50 more. Martin Hall, a three-story building housing the University’s
planetarium, suffered extensive roof damage above the dome causing water and roofing tar to
leak onto the top of the painted perforated dome. Leaking through the perforations, the water
further affected the video camera and server equipment inside the planetarium. AREPA was
called in to evaluate the damage and restore the dome and equipment.

• In March 2018, an EF-3 tornado hit
Jacksonville State University.
• Martin Hall, a three-story building
housing the University’s planetarium,
had extensive room damage above the
dome causing various contaminants to
affect the equipment inside.
• AREPA was called in to evaluate the
damage and restore the dome and
equipment.
• Before AREPA could perform any
technical decontamination, the building
first needed to be restored to a leakfree state, which took nearly a year.

p Dell R520 network server circuitry before
decontamination

p Dell R520 network server circuitry after
decontamination

• While awaiting approval to go on site to
perform the decontamination, AREPA,
along with ServPro, collaborated on
preplanning arrangements.

Challenges & Logistics

• To solve the challenge of accessing the
top of the dome, the team cut access
holes in the ceiling at the far perimeter
corner of the room.

Before AREPA could perform any technical decontamination, the building first needed to be
restored to a leak-free state. Due to the extensive damage that the University faced throughout
its campus thus having to prioritize repairs, this took nearly a year.

• AREPA brought in a specialized ropes
team from Europe that were licensed
and skilled in the necessary techniques
and equipment needed to hang from
the rafters to perform the work.

While awaiting approval to go on site to perform the decontamination, AREPA, along with
SERVPRO, collaborated on preplanning arrangements – specifically on the challenge of
accessing the top of the dome. The solution was to cut access holes in the ceiling at the far
perimeter corner of the room, which would allow the team to rig their climbing equipment. To
assist in the dome decontamination, AREPA brought in a specialized ropes team from Europe
that were licensed and skilled in the necessary techniques and equipment needed to hang
from the rafters to perform the work.
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• AREPA successfully decontaminated
the dome and all equipment that was
eligible for restoration in only four
days.
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Outcome
Due to the preplanning that occurred prior to the team’s arrival as well as the specialized team that was brought in, the project was
successfully completed in only four days – faster than the original estimated completion time. AREPA successfully decontaminated the dome
and all equipment that was eligible for restoration.

AREPA IN ACTION
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p Ticker LED panel opened up for inspection and decontamination. Some water
spotting identified and removed.

p Photo of completed LED ticker bars individually wrapped in protective
bubble wrap and stored off the floor on a benchtop. It is important that these
are handled with care when moving and avoid stacking anything.
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